Reliable 24/7 Continuous Operation
Samsung DM-E Series commercial displays feature innovative cooling technologies, and are designed from the chassis up to deliver the highest quality images with exceptional reliability, even during 24/7 continuous operation.

Enhanced System-on-Chip Performance with Quad-Core CPU
Powered by a System-on-Chip semiconductor and 1GHz quad-core CPU, and featuring 8GB of storage, Samsung’s SMART Signage Platform reduces TCO for digital signage deployments, providing savings in hardware, installation and operating costs.

Sleek Industrial Design with Thin Bezel
A sleek, stylish look features a 9.5mm bezel width (top and left, 10.5mm on DM32E), with optional customizable bezel trim kits (white, matte black).

Ultra-Slim 2.0” Chassis
The stylishly thin chassis looks streamlined, helps simplify installation, and also meets ADA compliance requirements.

Slim-Direct LED Backlight
The slim-direct-lit displays of the DM-E Series feature 1920 x 1080 Full HD resolution with 450 nits brightness (400 on DM32E) and 5000:1 contrast ratio for sharp, detail-rich images and crisp, easily legible type.

Built-In Wi-Fi
Enjoy the advantages of expanded connectivity to mobile devices and simple mirroring of content on a tablet to the display.

Optional Touch Overlay with PC-less Touch Support
Add an optional IR touch overlay accessory to enable up to 10 simultaneous touch points. PC-less touch support means you only need to add the touch overlay accessory to enable touch, and no PC or setback box is required.

MagicInfo S3 Digital Signage Software
The software allows you to create playlists, set playback schedules and publish content directly to the display. Most traditional file formats are supported, including RSS feed and live web pages.